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ABOUT RION

ABOUT TURNTABLE

Shenzhen Rion Technology Co., Limited(RION for short) is a high-tech company specialized
in design and manufacturing inertial navigation, INS/GPS integrated navigation system and
MEMS inclinometer, 3D compass. RION has excellent developing team both in software and
hardware. In hardware, RION has the ability of manufacture and test advanced inertial navigation
and integrated navigation system by equipment such as marble test platform, high-low
temperature chamber, super low temperature chamber, single/triple axis turntable, several high
precise automatic indexing table, impact-vibration table, 3 axis non-magnetic calibration bench,
special vehicle carried dynamic test device and so on. In software, our engineers are composed
mainly by professional postgraduates, doctors, and RION has a resource share platform with
BUAA. Based on technology of GPS satellite+INS inertial navigation, algorithm, we together
develop the top integrated navigation system, IMU, inclinometer, 3D anti-magnet compass etc in
China. RION’s business covers the newest technology, tech-equipment and aerospace
equipment, new energy, IOT, energy saving and so on. RION’s products are the core parts of
automation, intelligence, informationization, digitalization with wide application in engineering
machinery, UAV, intelligent robot, oil drilling, coal mining, technology equipment, defense,
aerospace, marine surveys, high precise mapping, new energy and so on.
RION is also honored by ISO9001 and double-soft(a special military certificate), 11 software
copyright, many products national expertise report, several appearance patent, 2 patent of
invention, 7 self-developed core technology.
RION is a Chinese brand with vigor and passion, forging itself to fully self-developed
enterprise. Expecting promising future, RION is growing rapidly, providing the best solution in
position, attitude and inertial navigation. RION rooted in China, covering the globe, and devote
itself to pursuit ever more precise value in position, attitude, inertial navigation.

Inertial navigation test turntable is composed mainly by mechanical body, control system,
power drive system etc. The working status include position, rate, sway, vibration, tracking servo,
etc. According to different test requirements, there are single axis, dual axis, triple axis and even
multiple axis; the control ways could be automatic, manual and simulation etc. Close control and
remote command control are available. The protection functions include over-rate protection,
over-current protection, over-voltage protection, over-heat protection, over-limit motion
emergency power off protection, etc. Test under different environment conditions could be
performed with additional temperature chamber and vacuum box.
The mechanical body of turntable is made of metal and non-metal; control system are
composed of computer and multiple axis motion controller; high accuracy circular grating,
circular inductosyn and optical-electricity encoder work as angle measuring element; torque
motor, hydraulic motor and relative servo rate controller work as drive elements; control cabinet
adopts standard equipment cabinet.
It mainly apples to aerospace, aviation, ships, weapons, electron, automobile etc to test the
inertial device and system dynamic and static parameters, to simulate the standard posture of
moving bodies and to provide simulated test of moving bodies.
Our company has been in the field since 1960, we own mature technology and could produce
kinds of turntable to meet customer?s requirements.

THE USE OF MILITARY PRODUCTION QUALITY / QUALITY / RELIABILITY / LONG LIFE.
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2TS TYPE

Military Dual axis turn table

Specification:

Descriptions

Items

2TS-150

2TS250

2TS350

2TS500

Load capacity

15kg

25kg

35kg

50kg

Max tested object size

100 to 1000mm optional

Table facet diameter

100 to 1000mm optional

Table facet flatness

0.01mm

Table facet jerk value

0.03mm

Table facet material

1cr18Ni9Ti

wobble error

Inner loop(Outer loop):±1”-±5”Optional

Axes perpendicularity

±1”-±5”Optional

Rotary angle range
Tilting dual axis multi-functional turntable is mainly used to the precise test and calibration of inertial navigation
system or device. It owns dual axis multiple function test function and including position calibration, rate calibration,
alignment and navigation test. It meets the requirements of inertial navigation system parameter calibration and test. It
has over-rate protection and emergency braking function. It could be controlled by remote computer by RS232 port
connection or controlled manually by the keyboard of control cabinet. Control and acquisition could be proceeded by
computer, high test accuracy, high performance in rate smoothness, high accuracy positioning control. It is mainly used
to dynamic and static test of inertial navigation system and device.

Applications
★Inertial navigation system teest
★Dynamic and static sensor test
★Flight Simulator
★Inertial Teaching Demonstration

X86PC -UP OR MP Hardware Platform

Inner loop: continuous

Outer loop: ±90”

Heading adjustment range

±1”-±5”Optional

Working mode

Position, rate, swing, simulation and serve

Machine body weight

400kg - 700kg

Outline size

Appr 850 x 650 x 900mm

Slip rings

150 rings can be optional

Computer port

RS232

Angular position measure accuracy(inner loop)

±1”-±5”Optional

Angular position measure accuracy(outer loop)

±1”-±5”Optional

Angular position measure resolution(inner loop)

±0.1”-±1”Optional

Angular position measure resolution(outer loop)

±0.1”-±1”Optional

Angular position measure repeatibility(inner loop)

±1”-±5”Optional

Angular position measure repeatibility(outer loop)

±1”-±5”Optional

★Watercraft swinging test
★Pan tilt accuracy test
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2TS-T TYPE

Dual axis turn table
with temperature chamber

Specification:
2TS-150T

Items
Load capacity

15kg

Dual axis rate position turntable with temperature chamber is used to measure and calibration of dynamic
and static parameters of inertial device and system under normal temperature, It provide the angular rate
and angular position reference under set temperature range and is used to proceed calibration and
performance test of inertial test equipment and gyroscope. It proceed position test, rate test and temperature
characters test. It has over-rate protection and emergency braking function. It could be controlled by remote
computer by RS232 port connection or controlled manually by the keyboard of control cabinet. Control and
acquisition could be proceeded by computer.It is mainly used to dynamic and static test of inertial navigation
system and device in whole temperature.

Applications
★Inertial navigation system teest

Software Interface

2TS350T

25kg

35kg

2TS500T
50kg

Max tested object size

100 to 1000mm optional

Table facet diameter

100 to 1000mm optional

Table facet flatness

0.01mm

Table facet jerk value

0.03mm

Table facet material

1cr18Ni9Ti

wobble error

Inner loop(Outer loop): ±1”-±5”Optional

Axes perpendicularity

±1”-±5”Optional
Inner loop: continuous

Rotary angle range

Descriptions

2TS250T

Outer loop: ±90”

Heading adjustment range

±1”-±5”Optional

Working mode

Position, rate, simulation and serve

Machine body weight

400kg - 700kg

Outline size

Appr 850 x 650 x 900mm

Slip rings

150 rings can be optional

Computer port

RS232

Angular position measure accuracy

±1”±5”Optional

Angular position measure resolution

±0.1”-±1”Optional

Rate range

±0.001°-±400°/S Optional

Rate resollutions

±0.0001°

Rate accuracy and smoothness

1x10 - 6 (360 interval)、2x10 - 4 ( 10 interval )、2x10-2 ( 1 interval )

★Dynamic and static sensor test

Temperature chamber

★Flight Simulator
★Inertial Teaching Demonstration
★Watercraft swinging test
★Pan tilt accuracy test

Refrigerating method

Liquid nitrogen cooling

Temperature range

-50℃~+85℃

Inner chamber size

550x550x550mm

Temperature accuracy and uniformity

±0.5℃-±1℃ Optional

Temperature rise and drop rate

Controllable, max temperature change rate≯5℃/min
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3TS TYPE

Three axis Simulation turn table

Descriptions
It is a comprehensive test and calibration system equipment, it is used to c h e c k a n d t e s t t h e o u t p u t
accuracy of angle of heel, angle of trim and azimuth angle of tested object, which move along axis. It could
provide precise positioning mechanically and electrically. Control table body could move precisely on track.
which could be checked and test separately or concurrently. It has data reset function and could put zero at
any position.The equipment adopting heavy calibre hollow hydro-motor, max angle acceleration could reach
16000/s 2 , is suitable for the simulation test and measurement of the tested object of high dynamic properties
and heavy calibre. It is applied well in Anechoic Chamber domestically.

Table loading diagram for Boundary condition and load applied

Stress deformation diagram of U type frame

Specification:
Items

3TS-150

3TS350

3TS500

3TST700+

Load capacity

15kg

35kg

50kg

>70kg

Max tested object size

100 to 1000mm optional

Table facet diameter

100 to 1000mm optional

Table facet flatness

0.01mm

Table facet jerk value

0.03mm

Table facet material

1cr18Ni9Ti

wobble error

Inner loop(Outer loop): ±1”-±5”Optional

Axes perpendicularity

±1”-±5”Optional

Rotary angle range

Three axis Continuous infinite

Heading adjustment range

±1”-±5”Optional

Working mode

Position, rate, swing, simulation and serve

Machine body weight

1200kg - 1800kg

Outline size

Appr 1600 x 1100 x 1200mm

Slip rings

150 rings can be optional

Computer port

RS232

Angular position measure accuracy

±1”-±5”Optional

Angular position measure resolution

±0.1”-±1”Optional

Rate range

±0.001°-±300°/S Optional

Rate resollutions

±0.0001°

Rate accuracy and smoothness

5x10 - 4 (360°average)

Max angle acceleration

inner frame 220/s 2 ,Mid-frame 130/s 2 , ,outer frame 50/s 2 ,

Sway amplitude

Inner frame: ±50,Mid-frame: ±30,Outer frame: ±10

Simulation function

available

Serve function

Inner frame: yes，Mid frame: no，Outer frame: yes

Serve accuracy

Inner frame 3”~5”，Outer frame 6Hz

Control system bandwidth

Inner frame: 8Hz，Mid frame: 8Hz，Outer frame: 3”~5”
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ATS

Quartz accelerometer test system
Support 4/48 pieces quartz flexible accelerometer comprehensive test system configuration list
NO.

CONFIGURATION

QTY

1

Yanhua IPC 610H and industrial grade KVM

1

2

Keysight 34420A 7 bit half-digital multi-function meter

1

3

Accelerometer dual way special temperature controller(with temperature
control cable)

4

REMARK

Accelerometer installation test tooling: test body(material LY12, anodic
oxidation treatment on surface hard material), body accelerometer install
test plug, heater band, pt100 temperature test resistor

4

Heat preservation cover: include external cover and liner, the external
surface of liner is mounted with heater band and PT100 temperature test
resistor.

4

Insulating plate: use epoxy laminated glass cloth, install data test output
socket(accelerometer power supply cable), temperature control socket.

Descriptions
Accelerometer comprehensive test system to test 12 pieces accelerometers. It mainly test the bias
value K0, scale factor K1, second nonlinear coefficient K2, bias temperature coefficient ΔK0(could set any
temperature within 35℃~80℃), scale factor temperature coefficient ΔK1(could set any temperature within
35℃~80℃), 0g stability(any test time in 24 hours), 1g stability(any test time in 24 hours), bias value σk0
and scale factor coefficient σk1 long term repeatability, test time postpone automatically, it include
external cover and body second level temperature control. External and internal temperature difference
could be set within 4~6℃ , the temperature of body reaching 55℃ less than 15 minutes, start to test 30
minutes later when stable.

The body temperature control accuracy ±0.1℃ .test software could automatic switch, automatic
acquire, automatic store, data base will manage all the data with function of searching, calculating,
graphical analysis and printing format output. Also we developed another high efficient comprehensive
test system ATS, it could two way acquire by dual digital voltage meter and could test 24 pieces
accelerometer quickly, and has the same function with the 12 pieces test system, ATS is one with four test
system, it has 4 installation tooling, could install 48 accelerometer at the same time, with 4 sub-system
with temperature control,need the time interval between sub-system warming and test is 20 minutes.

5

6
7

Multi-way data automatic acquisition selector switch (48 ways), 48 ways
power supply, special control software(built-in CUP), (include control
cable and data cable)
Special test software
Test cabinet

1

1
1

8

FDT-360-200, multi-tooth indexing head(indexing accuracy≤2",
repeatability positioning accuracy≤0.06", with 5 adjust and lock jack

4

9

Marble plate: size 500×500×150mm(with installation T groove)

4

10

Marble plate support: size 522×522×450(inlcude 4 piece Ф100 damping
iron plate) use 80 angle iron

11

Free offer:：120 plug-in, U adjust transition tablet

4
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GTS

FOG test equipment
GTS
FOG test equipment

Descriptions
High precise angular displacement marking apparatus is mainly used to the test and c
alibration of gyro, angular sensor and inertial navigation system. It has rotation angle dis
play function in the form of xxx.xxx by nixie tube. Data refresh frequency is 2 Hz, the rate
value could be set. It has overspeed protection, the table body will stop at current position when the control cabinet or t
he control computer power off.
Single axis position table has angular position and speed function. The control cabinet
is equipped with standard RS232 serial port, could perform computer remote control and control cabinet local control,
could perform automatically table status data acquisition. The table has mechanical interf
ace and tooling for the test requested by user, could proceed test and calibration of angul
ar sensor.more funtions can be customized for you.

Features

Performance index

★ Payload : 20kg

★ Rate range : 0.001°/s-400°/s

★ Table top size : φ 400mm

★ Rate accuracy and stability : 1×10°( 1°Interval )

1×10°( 10°Interval )
5×10°( 360°Interval )

★ Table top flatness : ≤0 . 02 mm
★ Table top jerk value : ≤0 . 02 mm
★ Table top remanence : ≤0 . 3 m T
★ Table top material : Stainless steel
★ Wobble error : ≤±3°
★ Rotation angle range : continuous infinite
★ Slip ring : 52rings

★ Rate resolution : 0.001°
★ Angular acceleration : ≥200°/s

FOG test equipment：GTS
NO.

CONFIGURATION

QTY

1

Yanhua IPC 610H and industrial grade KVM

1

2

Special data acquisition card

1

3

Gyro power supply unit

1

4

Single axis rate turntable, with 60 way conduct slip ring

1

5

0.2L high-low temp. Chamber, with installation and test hole(-55-120℃)

1

6

Special test software

1

7

Test cabinet

1

8

Installation tooling(install 16 pieces gyro at the same time)

1

9

other accessories

1

REMARK

★ Vibration frequency : 0.1Hz~5Hz
★ Vibration amplitude : ±0.01°~±20°
★ Max angular acceleration : 800°/s
★ Vibration distortion degree : ≤5%
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AT-1

ACCELERATION TABLE

Software Interface
Before operation of the control software WinCCS V1.0 for Q-1 table, please make sure that your
computer system meets the requirements, at least all the resources are in normal operation.
Hardware environment
▪Intel Pentium ® III 800MHz
▪ 512MB RAM
▪ Min. capacity of 40GB required in the hardware
▪ CD-ROM or DVD-ROM driver
▪ SVGA display or display of higher resolution
▪ Keyboard/Mouse
Software environment
▪ Microsoft ® Windows 2000 Professional(SP4)，
▪ Ardence(Venturcom) ® RTX(Real-Time Extension) 7.1 Runtime

Main Menu

Real time Inform.
Display Area

Composition
Q-1 Acceleration table mainly consists of Electric Control Cabinet and Mechanical Table Body . On the
electric Control cabinet, are Digit voltmeter, Control Computer, Power Amplifier from table top to body
bottom in sequence.
Oper.Button

Specification:
Effective radius of rotation

0.48mm

Table size

Ф1200

Total size

Ф1400×1200

Weight

650Kg

control cabinet

size 600×800×1600

weight

150Kg

power

220V 3KW

load

10Kg

range

1～30g，（Can be extended to 70g）

Comprehensive accuracy

5×10-5

In process inform.
Display

The main interface of Control Software contains 3 areas: Main menu, Real time information Display
area, Operation button area, Setting Display Area in Accelerometer test and in process information
display.
2.4 Preparation Before operation of Q-1 Table
Before operation of Q-1 table, the following preparation should be made:
1) Check carefully the cable connected between Control Cabinet and Mechanical Table Body, and the
cable connection inside Control Cabinet, ensuring correct connection of cables.
2) Ensure that the mechanical table body earthed correctly, connected to the ground firmly.
3) Ensure the power supply of 220V AC, as well as the correct connection of Q-1 control cabinet.
4) We must make sure the accelerometer cable connecting it is right. (Notice: we must understand the
electric ring very clear, it is only one many route connector, every route name we can set, though we must
test the cable using meter.)
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GI 310

GPS/INS Integrated system(FOG)
GI 310
GPS/INS
Integrated system

Specification:

System
Accuracy

Heading Accuracy

≤0.1°(1σ)

Horizontal Attitude Accuracy

≤0.1°(1σ)

Position Accuracy

Horizontal≤2m(1σ); Height≤4m(1σ)

Velocity Accuracy

≤0.05m/s

Data updating rate

100Hz

No GPS signal
(Inertial Navigation)

Descriptions

60s change less than 0.01°;1.5hr change less than 0.5°

Horizontal attitude
precision

60s change less than 0.01°;1.5hr change less than 0.05°

Range

≤300°/s

Bias stability

≤0.5°/h

Bias repeatability

≤0.5°/h

Range

±10g

Bias stability

≤0.1mg

Bias repeatability

≤0.1mg

Gyro

RION-GI310 Tightly integrated system applies tight integration technology to combine high sensitivity,
professional level, multi-channel and single/dual-frequency carrier phase and pseudo range data of GPS receiver
with high accuracy quartz accelerometer and FOG based Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). The system achieves
small size, light weight and good performance-price ratio.

Device
Main Feature
Accelerometer

RION-GI310 navigation system provides attitude information of horizontal attitude and heading, provides
positioning information of longitude, latitude and height, also provides 3D acceleration and angular rate, etc. It can be
extended to GLONASS and further improve its measurement accuracy and applicability by assisting with
speedometer and altimeter sensors etc. The extended system can be widely applied in ground, marine as well as
aviation areas to provide powerful synergistic Guidance, Navigation & Control (GN&C).

Features

Applications

★ Tightly integrated INS/GP

★ Aviation

★ Low-cost, light-weight and small size

★ Long-haul Transportation

★ Complete sealed rugged design to protection

★ Vehicle Guidance and Control

against harsh environment

Heading precision

★ Attitude Reference

Filter mode

Interface

GPS

16 collateral channel,L1 1575.42MHZ
Acceleration: 4g, vibration: 6g,
time transmission precision: 50ns

Air mode

Air speed compensation

Water mode

Doppler compensation

Vehicle mode

Mile meter +GPS compensation

Interface mode

RS-232 / RS-422

Baud rate

115200 bps

★ Vibration and EMI resistance

★ Marine Dynamics

Mile meter

Yes (optional)

★ Differential GPS capability (optional)

★ Mining and Auto-farming

Air speed

Yes (optional)

★ GLONASS capability (optional)

★ Train & Container Tracking

Supply voltage

Nominal 24VDC(9～36VDC)

Working temperature

-40℃～+60℃

Size

151*120*01mm

Weight

＜3Kg

★ Extension with speedometer, and altimeter
sensors (optional)

Physical
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GI 550

GPS/INS Integrated system(MEMS)

Specification:
Standard Range

Low Range

High Range

Gyroscopes
Range

300°/s

100°/s

3600°/s

Bias Instability

1°/h

0.5°/h

10°/h

Bias Stability 1

10°/h

5°/h

100°/h

Bias Repeatability

10°/h

10°/h

30°/h

Offset over working temperature

200°/h

200°/h

1000°/h

Scale Factor Nonlinearity

200ppm

200ppm

500ppm

Scale Factor Repeatability

200ppm

200ppm

500ppm

Threshold

0.005

0.005

0.05

Acceleration sensitivity

10°/h/g

10°/h/g

10°/h/g

Angular Random Walk

0.15°/√h

0.1°/√h

0.5°/√h

Band Width

250Hz

80Hz

250Hz

Accelerometer

Descriptions
GI550 is a compact, complete GPS integrated inertial navigation
system which provides FOG-like performance. It supports car and
flight navigation mode, as well as IMU and attitude/heave
functionality. External compass or GPS moving baseline compass
can be inputted to provide additional heading information.

15g

2g

50g

Bias Stability

0.5mg

0.1mg

2mg

Offset over temperature

5mg

1.5mg

10mg

Scale Factor Repeatability

300ppm

300ppm

300ppm

Threshold

0.3mg

0.5mg

0.05mg

Nonlinearity %FS

0.05

0.05

0.05

Band Width

250Hz

125Hz

250Hz

Satellite Navigation

Features

Applications

★ Excellent gyroscope bias instability 1°/h, 0.5°/h
version available for low ranges
★ Angular rate measurement range: 100-7200°/s

★ Platform stabilization
★ Dynamic attitude measurement

★ Acceleration measurement range: 2-100g

★ Ship motion measurement

★ Built-in GPS/BDS, with data fusion algorithm calculates
attitude, velocity and position at high rate
★ Multi modes supported: IMU, attitude-only,
car-navigation, drone-navigation and ship-heave
★ Automatic misalignment correction in body frame

Range

★ Navigation and dead reckoning

Mode

GPS L1C/A, SBAS L1C/A, GLONASS L1OF, BEIDOU B1

Start Time

Cold Start: 29s Hot start: 1s

Sensitivity

-166dBm

Velocity

0.05m/s

Heading Accuracy

0.3deg, P=50% @ 30m/s

Horizontal Position Accuracy

2.0m

Limits

Altitude 50,000m, Velocity 500m/s, Dynamics 4g
Attitude Accuracy

Roll/Pitch Without GPS

0.3°(1σ)

0.1°(1σ)

1°(1σ)

GPS loss after fixed
Position drift

60m @ 3min

30m @ 3min

200m @ 3min

Heading drift

0.3°@min

0.15°@min

1°@min

Heave mode
Heave Accuracy
Dimension

5% or 5cm whichever is greater
L44.8*W38.6(Without Connector)*H32.8mm
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GP208/209

GPS positioning
and orientation system
Specification:
heading

0.2° （1σ，good satellite signal, base line≤2m）；

Single point positioning accuracy

Single pointЈ2m（CEP）（good satellite signal）
GPS：L1=10cm(18)/L2=10cm(30)/L5=5cm

Precision of pseudo
BDS：B1=10cm(13)/B2=10cm(6)/B3=5cm
signal carrier precision

L1=0.5mm/L2=1mm/L5=0.5mm
B1=0.5mm/B2=0.5mm /B3=0.5mm
level： ±(2.5 +1x10-6xD)mm

static accuracy
vertical： ±(5 + 1x10-6xD)mm

system accuracy
RTK accuracy

level： ±(10+1x10-6xD)mm
vertical： ±(20+1x10-6xD)mm
GPS 50ns

SUPPORT
GPS/BD/GLONASS
SATELLITE

Time service accuracy

GPS+BDS

Descriptions
GP208T could provide position, speed, time, heading and pitch angle. It carries on the technology advantage of our company in
satellite navigation measurement. Antenna installation condition: due to the proper work subject to GPS and BD satellite, so the
external receiving(sending) antenna not only should be installed in open area without shield and obvious electromagnetic
environment, but also be prevented from direct shoot of high power radio transmission equipment, by which damage of antenna
even host machine maybe caused.
By GPS L1, L2, Beidou B1, B3 signals and heading algorithm, it precisely figure out antenna position value and the included
angle between two antenna phase position center tie line and true north. When positioning, it could receive differential data link
from GPS ground-reference station, realizing carrier phase differential positioning function in real time and improving accuracy to
2cm.
Salt-mist and water proof: the antenna is installed outside at height by bracket and without shield, so salt-mist and waterproof should be taken good care to protect it. Water-proof tape around connectors and frequent clean should be performed.

★ Low power consumptionЈ24VЈ0.5A
★ Not affected by magnetic interference, do not depend
on satellite
★ Portable, size 5.8*6.8*8.45CM

speed measuring precision

0.2m/s(95%)

acceleration

4g

overload

15g
<10s(base line<20km),
Reliability of initialization> 99.9%

RTK initialization
E-RTK initialization

RTK initialization time：<1s

(base line<100km)

Reliability of initialization：> 99.9%

Cold start-up

<50s

Warm start-up

<30s

Hot start-up

<15s

Signal re-acquisition

<2s

Interface type

RS-232

Baud rate

115200 bps(default)

Supply power

12VDC nominal(10~32VDC)

Power rating

≤3W

Working temp.

-40℃~+75℃

dimension

120mm*84mm*43mm

weight

≤240g(without antenna and cable)

I/O interface

7-pin air-plug

Positioning orientation refresh rate

1Hz、2Hz、5Hz、10Hz optional

Signal tracing

Interface trait.

electrical parameters

★ Measure static roll and pitch, static accuracy: 0.2°
★ S tatic true north finding, 1σ NF accuracy 0.5°secφ

30ns

RTK initialization time

Features
★ ReliableЈIP65

BDS 50ns

condition

★ After finding north, measure carrier dynamic roll and
pitch angle, heading angle dynamic accuracy0. 1°/min
features

data refresh rate
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MF 100

MEMS gyro north finder
MF100
MINI SIZE MEMS GYRO
North Finder

MEMS NORTH FINDER
Small volume|High impact

Specification:
PARAMETER

North finding accuracy

secretary ¦ ( ¦ local latitude)

Descriptions
North finder is mainly used to find true north automatically. After get heading angle, if north finding inertial navigation
start to move, it could output continuous changing dynamic tilt angle and heading angle. Polaris-II uses low speed drift
MEMS gyro to find north, built-in IMU is used to measure tilt angle and direction reckoning.MF100 is composed by MEMS
gyroscope, dual axis accelerometer, rotation mechanical device and signal calculating circuit. Mini gyro north finder use
speed gyro to measure the component at reference direction of earth rotation angular speed, and calculate the heading
angle. The earth rotation angular speed is very slow and very hard to measure, so MF100 uses a high accuracy servo
driving system, driving sensitive axis to rotate towards to one or multiple horizontal gyroscopes,

Features

Applications

★ Reliable,IP65

★ Weapon equipment

★ Low power consumption,24V,0.5A

★ Equipment calibration

★ Not affected by magnetic interference, do not depend

★ Construction

on satellite

MF 100

MF 101

0.5°

0.35°

REMARK

1σ

North finding time

≤6min

1°（3min version)

Tracking accuracy

0.2°/min

0.1°/min customized

Working voltage

12V

±1V

Working current

≤1A

data interface

RS422

Working temp.

-40℃ - +70℃

Storage temp.

-55 Ў - +85 Ў

Main body size

58*68*84.5mm

★ Well and tunnel measurement

★ Portable, size 5.8*6.8*8.45CM
★ M easure static roll and pitch, static accuracy: 0.2°

Surface material

Aluminum alloy

weight

500g

MTBF

10000H

★ S tatic true north finding, 1σNF accuracy 0.5°se c φ
★ After finding north, measure carrier dynamic roll and
pitch angle, heading angle dynamic accuracy0. 1°/min
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ACA826T

High Accuracy Dual-Axis Inclinometer
ACA826T
HIGH ACCURACY
WITH TEMPERATURE
COMPESATION

Specification:

Descriptions
ACA826T is a full temperature compensation & high accuracy dual-axis inclinometer which professionally developed
by Rion Company to the field of high precision level measurement and leveling field , the maximum measuring range is ? 3
?, high resolution 0.0005 , can completely replace the traditional high-precision level meter. Digital signal transmission,
matched with professional computer software, data measure and record correctly ,output interface RS485, RS232, TTL,
PWM or CAN 2.0B optional.Non-contact installation features make ACA826T with superior system integration, convenient
installation only need fix the sensor on the measured surface by screws , then can automatically calculate the object
horizontal inclined angle, easy to use .With strong ability resistance to external electromagnetic interference and to
withstand shock and vibration,in the domestic counterparts products with absolute competitive advantage.be performed.

Measuring range

±05

±15

±35

Measuring axis

XY

XY

XY

Resolution

0.0005

0.0005

0.0005

°

Absolute accuracy

0.001

0.006

0.01

°

Long term stability

0.002

0.002

0.002

°

Zero

±0.0008

±0.0008

±0.0008

°/℃

temperature coefficient

≤50

≤50

≤50

PPM/℃

Sensitivity temperature
coefficient

0.5

0.5

0.5

S

Power on time

0.05

0.05

0.05

S

Response time

5Hz、15Hz、35Hz、50Hz can be setting

Output rate

RS232/RS485/RS422/TTL/CAN

Ouput signal

According to EN61000 and GBT17626

Electromagnetic compatibility

≤50000hours/times

MTBF

≤100M

Insulation Resistance

100g@11ms、Times/Axis(half sinusoid)

Shockproof

10grms、10～1000Hz

Anti-vibration

IP67

Protection glass

Standard 1M length、wearproof、wide temperature

Features

Applications

★ Dual-Axis Inclinometer

★ Bridge & dam detection

★ Measuring Range :±1 ~±35°Optional

★ Medical facilities angle control

★ Wide voltage input: 9 ~ 36V

★ Underground drill posture navigation

★ IP67 protection class

★ Railway gauging rule , gauge equipment leveling

Cables

Shielded cables4*0.4mm2 air-plug connector

★ Resolution: 0.0005°

★ Precise machine tool level control

Weight

150g(without cable )

★ Output mode RS232/485/422/TTL/CAN 2.0 optional

★ Geological equipment inclined monitoring

Working Current

48mA

Power Supply

9-36V

Working temperature

-40℃ - +85℃

Dimensions

L92mm*W48mm*H36mm

°
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HCM505B

High Accuracy 3D Digital Compass

Specification:
Compassheading
parameter

0.3° tilt <10°

The best heading accuracy

1.0° tilt <180°
Resolution

0.1°<15°(Measuring range)

0.1°<30°(Measuring range)

HCM505
MINI3DCOMPASSMODULE

Pitch accuracy
0.1°<60°(Measuring range)

VERTICAL&HORIZONTAL
MEASUREMENT OPTIONAL

HEADING

0.2°<90°(Measuring range)
Pitch tilt range

TIC

±85°

Compass tilt
parameter

HORIZONTAL

HEADING

VER

0.1°

0.1°<15° (Measuring range)
0.1°<30° (Measuring range)

Roll accuracy

0.1°<60° (Measuring range)
0.2°<180° (Measuring range)

AL

ROLL
ROLL

PITCH

PITCH

Calibration

Descriptions

Physical features

HCM505B is a high accuracy 3D compass single board, elongated volume,the width is only 1.6CM, sealed in aluminum
enclosure with IP67 water-proof grade, more suitable for drilling measurement. it uses advanced hard iron and soft iron
calibration algorithm, it can still provide the high precision heading information in the roll angle 360 ° to any tools surface .it
has the characteristics of small and low power consumption, and more suited to today's miniaturization sensitive
measurement system.
HCM500B integrated patented three -axis fluxgate technology, real-time solver heading data through CPU , and use a
three-axis accelerometer to proceed with heading compensation for a wide range tilt angle, belongs to the highperformance, high stability military grade products , HCM500B with small size, low power consumption, widely used in the
antenna securely, vehicle and system integration etc. many fields .

Interface features

Roll tilt range

±180°

Resolution

0.1°

Hard iron calibration

Yes

Soft iron calibration

Yes

Magnetic field interference calibration

24 points(3D calibration)

Dimension

L113×W20×H20mm

Weight

20g

RS-232/RS485/TTL interface connector

5PIN connector

Start delay

<50MS

Maximum output rate

20Hz/s

Communication rate

2400 to19200baud

Output format

Binary high performance protocol
(Default)DC+5V

Power supply

(Customized)DC9~36V

Features

Applications

★Heading accuracy: 0.3°~0.5°

★Satellite antenna search satellite

★Roll angle measuring range :±180°

★Marine navigation surveying and mapping

★Tilt angle resolution: 0.1°

★GPS integrated navigation

★Tilt angle accuracy: 0.2°

★Antenna servo control

★With hard magnetic ,soft magnetic and angle compensation

★Infrared imager

★Size: L113×W20×H20mm

★Laser range finder

★Standard RS232/RS485/TTL output interface

★Map for plotter

★Wide temperature : -40℃~+85℃

★Oceanography measurement instruments
★Special occasion robot

Power

Enviroment

Electromagnetic
MTBF
Insulation
Shock
Anti-vibration
Weight

Current(Maximum)

20mA

Ideal mode

18mA

Sleep Mode

TBD

Operating range

-40℃~+85℃

Storage temperature

-40℃~+100℃

Resistance shock performance

2500g

According to EN61000 and GBT17626
≥40000 hours/times
≥100M
100g@11ms、3Times/Axis(half sinusoid)
10grms、10～1000Hz
80g(without cable)
25
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FOG300/500/800

Fiber Optic gyro

Specification:
FOG300

Descriptions
As a new type of solid-state gyro, fiber optic gyroscope has quick start, wide measurement range and
high reliability etc. RION FOG uniaxial high-precision fiber optic gyroscope can be used in precise
navigation guidance and attitude measurement and control system. T he specification is only applicable to
FOG300/500/800 products, contains the performance index, technical conditions, appearance size,
installation and use. Among them, the technical conditions including product environment range,
electrical performance, physical characteristics .

Features

Applications

★ All-Fiber desgin-Long lifespan,small package

★ The platform stability control

size,high stability and more resistance to
interferece.
★ Patented intelliProcess Technology-all digital
mode with embedded digital signal processor.
The integrated adaptive filter reduces the bias
stability and angle random walk by 50%-70%.
★ Integrated fiber polarizer-minimum insertion
loss and high extinction ratio,offering more
resistance to temperature and mechanical shock,

★ Inertial navigation system,

FOG500

FOG800

Unit

Start up time

≤10

≤10

≤10

Min

Zero bias stability

≤0.5

≤0.05

≤0.01

°/h,1σ

Zero bias repeatability

≤0.1

≤0.05

≤0.01

°/h,1σ

Random walk coefficient

≤0.01

≤0.005

≤0.003

°/√h

Scale factor nonlinearity

≤10

≤50

≤10

PPM

Scale factor repeatability

≤20

≤20

≤20

PPM

All temperature zero partial repeatability

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

°/h

Full scale degree factor of repeatability

≤50

≤50

≤50

PPM

Dynamic range

±300

±200

±300

°/s

Band width

≤100

≤100

≤100

Hz

Frequency sweep vibration

≤0.5

≤0.5

≤0.3

°/h

Random vibration zero deviation

≤0.5

≤0.5

≤0.3

°/h

Before and after the shock vibration deviation

≤0.1

≤0.05

≤0.02

Working Temperature

-40 - +60

-40 - +60

-40 - +65

℃

Power Supply

+5

+5

+5

V

Power consumption

≤2.5

≤3

≤5

W

Dimension

70*70*32

98*98*35.5

92*48*36

Mm

Weight

220±20

450±20

830±20

★ UAV、vehicle navigation
★ Tactical weapons,
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AS1910/AS1920/AS1930

Military Quartz Accelerometer

Specification:

Descriptions
A quartz accelerometer is a force equilibrium sensor,a precise instrument designed according to the principle of
ineria.The acceleration input is converted to its fracture's subtle displacement,and then balanced by a feedback force.As a
force feedback loop is used,the accelerometer has the features of high precision,high shock resistance,broad
measurement range and excellent overload capacity.It is one of the most essential devices in the inertial navigation and
guidance system.A quartz accelerometer consists of a gauge head.an excitation circuit and a frequency measurement
circuit.The gauge head consists of a dampling plate,a metal pendulum and a force sensitive quartz stick.

Features

Applications

★ Low lag

★ High resolution

★ Applications:Drilling and Inclination Measurement

★ High stability

★ High accuracy

★ Aeronautics and Astronautics

★ Low power

★ Excellent overload capacity

★ Instruments and Equipments

★ Small volume

★ Low cost

★ Broad measurement range

AS1910

AS1920

AS1930

Unit

Range

±60

±70

±60

G

Threshold/Resolution

10

5

10

ug

Bias K0/K1

≤(±10)

≤(±17)

≤(±10)

mg

Scale factor K1

1.2 ±0.2

1.3 ±0.2

1.2 ±0.2

m A/g

Class II nonlinearity coefficient K2/K1

≤±20

≤±60

≤±20

u g/g2

0g 4hours short time stability

≤20

≤30

≤20

ug

1g 4hours short time stability

≤20

≤30

≤20

P PM

Bias drift Sigma K0(1 σ ,one month)

≤40

≤80

≤40

ug

Repeatability of scale factor
Sigma K1/K1(1 ,one month)

≤50

≤80

≤50

P PM

Class II nonlinearity Coefficient
repeatability K2/K1(1 σ , one month)

≤±20

≤±30

≤±20

u g/g2

Bias thermal coefficient

≤±30

≤±1000

≤±100

u g/ ℃

Scale factor thermal

≤±50

≤±1000

≤±160

P PM/ ℃

Noise(sample resistance 840Ω )

≤4

≤8.4

≤8.4

mv

Natural Frequency

350~800

400~800

400~800

Hz

Bandwidth

800~2500

800~2500

800~2500

Hz

Vibration

5(20-2000)

5(20-2000)

5(20-2000)

Shock

100,5,1/2

100,5,1/2

100,5,1/2

Working Temperature

-40~+85

-40~+85

-40~+85

℃

Store Temperature

-60~+120

-60~+120

-60~+120

℃

Supply Power

±12~±15

±12~±15

±12~±15

V

Consume current

≤±20

≤±20

≤±20

mA

Temperature Sensor

Optional

Optional

Optional

Square Dimensions

Ф18.2x23

Ф25.4x30

Ф25.4x30

mm

Triangle Dimensions

Ф17.5x23

Ф25.4x30

Ф25.4x30

mm

Weight

≤30

≤80

≤80

Gram

g(Hz)
g/ms/sin
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